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Transformation optics, a geometrical recipe for metamaterial design, was originally conceived as a tool
to smoothly modify the trajectory of light using continuous coordinate transformations. Here, we show how
discontinuous transformations can be used as a geometric framework to understand and manipulate phenomena
at the surface of nanophotonic structures. In particular, we show how the Goos-Ha¨nchen shift—a lateral shift
exhibited by totally reflected beams—can be tailored and we provide a classification and complete analytical
description of this effect in existing complex media.
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Transformation optics [1–3] has significantly advanced
the field of metamaterials [4–7] by virtue of its elegant
and intuitive design procedure based on geometrical de-
formations. After its conception in 2006, the development
of several transformation-optical devices quickly followed,
among which the invisibility cloak [8–12] probably appeals
most to the imagination. These devices implement contin-
uous coordinate transformations, allowing for reflectionless
modification of light beam trajectories [13]. In addition,
recent applications successfully manipulate a wide variety
of electromagnetic effects [14–25] as well as effects in
other paradigms of physics, hereby extending the scope of
transformation optics far beyond its initial purpose. Indeed,
the idea underlying transformation optics can be generalized
to other fields of physics that are governed by equations
which transform invariantly under coordinate transformations.
Transformation physics in combination with recent advances
in artificial materials [26] has revolutionized nanomechanics,
heat flow physics, acoustics, and fluid dynamics [27–30]. Until
now, transformation optics was mainly used to modify the
trajectory of light inside three-dimensional media [1–3] and to
manipulate the path of surface waves [31–35]. Transformation
optics is deemed unable to deal with surfaces; surfaces were
rather seen as a hindrance causing unwanted reflections.
The use of transformation optics for the understanding and
engineering of surface phenomena at the interface between
complex media has remained unexplored.
In this article, we demonstrate that transformation optics
can be used to engineer a surface phenomenon by using
discontinuous coordinate transformations. Furthermore, we
will show how the geometrical paradigm can be used to
understand and describe this phenomenon at the interface
of existing complex media. Our unconventional application
of transformation optics will result in unprecedented un-
derstanding and control of the Goos-Ha¨nchen effect—an
interference phenomenon where a totally reflected beam is
shifted from its predicted position. This effect was discovered
experimentally by Hermann Goos and Hilda Ha¨nchen in 1947
[36] and formalized theoretically by Kurt Artmann [37] the
following year. Since then, the Goos-Ha¨nchen effect has been
studied in various optical media [38–45], including man-made
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materials such as left-handed media [46] and epsilon-near-zero
metamaterials [47]. In the recent literature, the Goos-Ha¨nchen
effect is used for many practical purposes, underlying the
design of optical devices that improve waveguiding [48–50],
sensing [51], ground-plane cloaking [52], and holography [53].
First, we calculate the Goos-Ha¨nchen shift for a transfor-
mation medium implementing a local linear transformation
of Cartesian coordinates on a background of empty space.
Subsequently, we investigate the roles of the constituting
geometrical parameters and offer practicable alternatives in
two special cases. Finally, we will use transformation optics
to describe the Goos-Ha¨nchen effect in biaxial ¯ε¯/ε0 = ¯μ¯/μ0
media from a geometrical point of view.
In our geometric investigation of the Goos-Ha¨nchen effect,
we let an electromagnetic beam, incident from vacuum, reflect
on a scaled transformation medium. To this end, we perform
a local discontinuous scaling of the Cartesian coordinate lines
on empty space:
x ′ = x, y ′ = y, z′ = z for x < 0,
x ′ = axx, y ′ = ayy, z′ = azz for x > 0, (1)
where ax, ay , and az are positive real numbers. The equiv-
alence relations of transformation optics [1,2] then yield the
relative permittivity and permeability tensors for the material
implementation of the scaled half-space, which are inherently
equal. Specifically, the aformentioned coordinate transforma-
tion can be implemented by a vacuum half-space for x < 0
and a biaxial anisotropic medium with
εxx/ε0 = μxx/μ0 = ayaz/ax,
εyy/ε0 = μyy/μ0 = axaz/ay, (2)
εzz/ε0 = μzz/μ0 = axay/az,
for x > 0 as shown in Fig. 1.
Since traditional transformation optics in principle does not
incorporate the effects of local discontinous transformations
on the propagation of light [54], we rely on a first-principles
approach applying Maxwell’s boundary conditions at the
interface between the empty half-space and the transformation
medium. For a TE polarized plane wave, incident on the scaled
transformation medium under an angle θI with the interface
normal (see Fig. 1), we obtain the reflection coefficient
r = 2 cos θI
cos θI + ayaz cos
(
sin−1
( 1
ay
sin θI
)) − 1, (3)
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FIG. 1. Electromagnetic beam, incident upon an optically less
dense medium, is shifted from its position predicted by geometric
optics upon total reflection. Due to coherence effects, the finite beam
is shifted over a distance s along the interface, known as the Goos-
Ha¨nchen shift.
expressed solely as a function of the y and z scaling factors
and incident angle. With the scaled transformation medium
instrinsically having identical electric and magnetic responses,
Eq. (3) remains valid for the TM mode.
If ay < 1, which corresponds to a stretching of the y-
coordinate lines by 1/ay , the reflection coefficient becomes
1 for incident angles larger than the critical angle sin−1(ay)
(see the Supplemental Material [55]). The total reflection
regime is thus fully determined by the value of ay , the scaling
factor in the y direction. Figure 2 presents the magnitude |r|
and phase φr of the reflection coefficient, supported by the
results of full-wave numerical simulations in the total reflection
regime. Moreover, if ay > az, electromagnetic waves incident
at Brewster’s angle θB = cos−1 (
√
(a2y − 1)/(a2z − 1)) are fully
transmitted [55], as seen in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d).
The variation of the phase with respect to the incident
angle in the total reflection regime [θI > sin−1(ay)] will cause
the different spectral components of a finite incident beam
to undergo different phase shifts, effectuating a shift of the
FIG. 2. Analytical predictions (gray curves) of the magnitude |r|
[(a), (b)] and the phase φr [(c), (d)] of the reflection coefficient as a
function of the angle of incidence θI , supported by the results of full-
wave numerical simulations (blue dots) in the total reflection regime.
If ay > az [(b), (d)], electromagnetic waves incident at Brewster’s
angle θB are fully transmitted. There is no such angle if ay < az
[(a), (c)]. The dotted lines in [(a), (b)] represent the respective values
of |r| at normal incidence, given by |(ay − az)/(ay + az)|.
FIG. 3. Goos-Ha¨nchen shift s, represented as a number of
incident wavelengths λ, is plotted as a function of the angle of
incidence θI for different values of the scaling factors. (a) Increasing
values of ay show a significant increase of s, while the total reflection
regime, determined by sin−1(ay), decreases. The dotted line marks
the value of the minimal Goos-Ha¨nchen shift smin for ay = 0.9 and
az = 0.7. (b) Varying az slightly tunes s, while the total reflection
regime remains unchanged. The critical angle is determined by the
value of ay , set here at 0.7. The minimal Goos-Ha¨nchen shift smin for
ay = 0.7 and az = 0.5 is marked by the dotted line.
reflected beam along the interface: the Goos-Ha¨nchen shift
(see Fig. 1). The size s of the shift can be derived from Eq. (3)
using Artmann’s formula [37]. We obtain [55]
s = λ
(
a2y − 1
)
az tan θI
πay
(
a2y − a2z cos2 θI − sin2 θI
)√ 1
a2y
sin2 θI − 1
, (4)
expressed as a function of the incident wavelength λ. Note
that the scaling of the x coordinates does not contribute to the
Goos-Ha¨nchen effect in agreement with our physical intuition.
The effect of the y and z scaling factors on the Goos-
Ha¨nchen shift s is illustrated in Fig. 3. Increasing values of ay
show a significant increase of s, whereas the regime in which
the shift occurs—determined by the critical angle sin−1(ay)—
diminishes [see Fig. 3(a)]. Varying az induces minor changes
of s, while the total reflection regime remains unchanged as can
be seen in Fig. 3(b). This behavior is also reflected in Fig. 4,
which depicts smin(ay,az), the minimal Goos-Ha¨nchen shift
that occurs for a given value of ay and az. Clearly, the leading
role is played by ay : if ay approaches unity, the minimal shift
increases dramatically.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the minimal Goos-Ha¨nchen shift smin. (a)
When ay approaches unity, smin dramatically increases. (b) Tuning az
allows for optimization of the minimal shift obtained for a certain y
scaling factor ay .
To corroborate these results, we performed numerical
simulations [55] of a beam with a Gauss-Hermite profile,
incident on an isotropically stretched transformation medium
(ax = ay = az < 1). Values for s [blue dots in Fig. 5(a)] were
obtained directly from the spatial distribution of the electric
field norm [Fig. 5(b)].
Subsequently, we highlight two specific classes of scaled
transformation media. First, if az = 1 (i.e., the z-coordinate
lines remain unaltered), Eq. (3) reduces to
r = 2 cos θI
cos θI + ay cos
(
sin−1
( 1
ay
sin θI
)) − 1, (5)
the equation for the reflection coefficient rTE for light incident
from vacuum on a nonmagnetic medium with refractive index
n = ay . Hence the same phase profile and, therefore, also
the same Goos-Ha¨nchen shift profile, can be obtained from
isotropic nonmagnetic media, which are considerably easier
to manufacture. The correspondence of the phase profiles is
demonstrated through full-wave numerical simulations, shown
in Fig. 6(a). Medium A (blue circles) is a scaled transformation
medium with ax =
√
2.8, ay =
√
0.7, and az = 1. Medium
B (blue triangles) is an isotropic nonmagnetic medium with
refractive index n = √0.7 = ay . Both media yield an identical
Goos-Ha¨nchen shift profile (red curve).
Second, for az = a2y , Eq. (3) becomes
r = 2 cos θI
cos θI + 1ay cos
(
sin−1
( 1
ay
sin θI
)) − 1, (6)
FIG. 5. (a) Goos-Ha¨nchen shift s is shown for reflection upon
an isotropically stretched transformation medium (ax=ay=az=0.5).
The gray curve shows the analytical model, while the blue dots rep-
resent the results of finite-beam numerical simulations. (b) A Gauss-
Hermite beam is incident at θI = 0.95 rad on the stretched transfor-
mation medium, implemented by a magnetic medium with ε/ε0 =
μ/μ0 = 0.5. The totally reflected beam is shifted by s = 0.52λ.
which corresponds to the reflection coefficient rTM we would
obtain for a nonmagnetic medium with refractive index n = ay
for TM polarization. The agreement of the respective phase
profiles is demonstrated in Fig. 6(b). Full-wave numerical
simulations show coinciding phase profiles for TM reflection
on medium C (blue circles) and medium D (blue triangles).
The condition az = a2y is satisfied by medium C: a stretched
medium with ax =
√
8.1, ay =
√
0.9, and az = 0.9. An iden-
tical Goos-Ha¨nchen shift profile (red curve) is obtained by
the isotropic nonmagnetic medium D with refractive index
n = √0.9 = ay .
The previous results indicate how transformation optics
can be used to design (meta)materials with a desired Goos-
Ha¨nchen effect from a geometrical point of view. In the
language of transformation optics, the Goos-Ha¨nchen shift is
shown to depend only on two geometrical parameters, hereby
significantly simplifying the design procedure. In the final
part of this article, we will show the reverse procedure: using
transformation optics to obtain a clear and concise analytical
description of the Goos-Ha¨nchen effect in existing materials
by translating the material parameters into their geometrical
counterparts.
In particular, general biaxial media, for which the relative
permittivity and permeability tensors are equal, relate to the
following scaling factors: ax = √εyyεzz/ε0, ay = √εxxεzz/ε0,
and az = √εxxεyy/ε0. The biaxial medium can thus be seen as
a material implementation of a local coordinate transformation
of empty space, given by Eq. (1). The aforementioned results
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FIG. 6. For certain values of az, the reflection coefficient of
the (anisotropic) scaled transformation medium matches that of
an—easier to manufacture—isotropic nonmagnetic medium. The
identical phase profile, verified by full-wave numerical simulations
(blue markers), will give rise to identical Goos-Ha¨nchen shifts (red
curves). (a) A scaled transformation medium with az = 1 (medium A)
and an isotropic nonmagnetic medium with refractive index n = ay
(medium B) generate identical Goos-Ha¨nchen shifts for TE light. (b)
A stretched transformation medium with az = a2y (medium C) and an
isotropic nonmagnetic medium with refractive index n = ay (medium
D) have the same property for TM light.
then provide a complete description of the Goos-Ha¨nchen
effect of the biaxial medium, determined exclusively by ay
and az.
Since ax is not a contributing factor, it provides a de-
gree of freedom and hence allows for the classification of
different biaxial media according to their associated Goos-
Ha¨nchen shift profile. As an example, we consider three
different biaxial media: medium E (εxx/ε0 = 2,εyy/ε0 = 0.8,
εzz/ε0 = 0.2), medium F (εxx/ε0 = 1,εyy/ε0 = 1.6,εzz/ε0 =
0.4), and medium G (εxx/ε0 = 0.5,εyy/ε0 = 3.2,εzz/ε0 =
0.8). Due to matching associated scaling factors ay =
√
0.4
and az =
√
1.6, these materials will exhibit identical Goos-
Ha¨nchen shifts, even though the associated x scaling factors
are different (ax =
√
0.16,
√
0.64, and
√
2.56, respectively).
We solidify our claim by means of full-wave numerical
simulations (see Fig. 7): medium E (blue circles), medium
FIG. 7. Three different biaxial ¯ε¯/ε0 = ¯μ¯/μ0 media relate to
the same y and z scaling factors and thus yield identical Goos-
Ha¨nchen shifts. The matching phase profile was verified by full-wave
numerical simulations for three different media: medium E (εxx/ε0 =
2,εyy/ε0 = 0.8,εzz/ε0 = 0.2), F (εxx/ε0 = 1,εyy/ε0 = 1.6,εzz/ε0 =
0.4), and G (εxx/ε0 = 0.5, εyy/ε0 = 3.2,εzz/ε0 = 0.8). These media
all yield the same y and z scaling factors: ay =
√
0.4 and az =
√
1.6.
The associated x stretchings, however, are different. For medium E:
ax =
√
0.16, F: ax =
√
0.64, and G: ax =
√
2.56.
F (blue squares), and medium G (blue triangles) experience
identical phase shifts and will thus yield the same Goos-
Ha¨nchen shifts (red curve).
In conclusion, we highlight two major advantages of
applying transformation optics to the Goos-Ha¨nchen effect.
First, applying the transformation optics machinery on local
discontinuous coordinate transformations opens up the road to-
wards designer features at the interface of man-made materials.
Second, the implicit investigation of complex media by means
of their geometric counterparts provides a new perspective
on existing phenomena, from which analytical models can
readily be acquired. As an example, we demonstrated how the
Goos-Ha¨nchen effect can be designed by means of just two
geometrical parameters, and, conversely, how these geometric
parameters establish a full analytical description of the Goos-
Ha¨nchen effect at the interface of existing biaxial media.
Contrary to common belief, we have shown that transformation
optics is applicable at surfaces and not just inside bulk media.
We envision that this use of the geometrical formalism can
provide a new perspective on the design and understanding of
electromagnetic surface phenomena [56–58].
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